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Revolution Season 1 Complete (HDTV) x264 CEE Torrent Revolution Season 1 Complete (HDTV) x264 CEETiffany & Co. jumps to limit downside of iPhone X Reuters Photo: BEIJING (Reuters) - Tiffany & Co. (TIF.N) said it has suspended sales of the Apple (AAPL.O)
iPhone X in China amid fears that consumers there will avoid purchases of the pricey new gadget in favor of products that have been gaining popularity, like iPhones and Samsung (005930.KS) Galaxy smartphones. Tiffany said it was "taking precautionary measures" to ensure
"maximum availability" of its products in China and would re-evaluate the situation in 2-3 days. Apple (AAPL.O) declined to comment on the suspension. The company earlier said it expects iPhone X sales to meet previous estimates of around 45 million units for the year.
"The current declining environment in China has been caused by an increase in factors that ordinarily tend to slow consumer demand," Tiffany said in a statement. Sales of the iPhone X have been sluggish in China compared with those in the United States. Analysts estimate the
iPhone X will ship around 15 million units this year in China, down from about 50 million last year. Apple iPhones were the top-selling smartphones in China in the first half of the year, according to analyst firm GK Insights.British 'legendary' guitarist joins Transatlantic Trio
British multi-instrumentalist and guitarist Simon Phillips has played with legends from Chris Squire and John Paul Jones to Guy Pratt and Jon Lord. Now, he has joined the Transatlantic Trio, which includes American drummer Guy Pratt, guitarist John Pomplun and bassist Jay
Schellen. The 12-song set “Homegrown,” due to be released by the group’s label, Headhunter, on April 26, is part of a transitional phase for the trio, who can be seen performing with a full band on May 3 and 4 at the Montreux Jazz Festival. The band hopes to “bring a jazz-rock
vibe to their music,” Phillips told Billboard. The guitarist also noted that the band’s future on a longer playing schedule lies in swing and Latin styles. “It’s a very different style to the rockier stuff we� 82138339de
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